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Description - Foxit Mobile PDF Lite




  
  
Foxit , the publisher behind many Android apps (FoxIT ,Foxit Mobile PDF with RMS ,Foxit Mobile PDF Lite), brings Foxit Mobile PDF Lite with a number of new features along with the usual bug fixes. Foxit Mobile PDF Lite apps has been update to version 2.0.0.1115 with several major changes and improvements. Apps release that improves performance, provides several new options.
HIGHLIGHTS
 	 I loved it's features like text search and text wrap.. 
	 pls add function text to speech for it.. 
	 Where is day night reading mode.. 
	 This is the best app for pdf reading.. 
	 Really user friendly mainly for zoom reading.. 
	 1- Text Reflow 2-Ability to Password protect files.. 
	 Best pdf viewer in the world.. 
	 High resolution.. 
	 Pics on/off Font size and zoom Thanks and Rock On.. 
	 Hope developer can add in night mode to make it perfect.. 
	 Best pdf editor yet - using Samsung GT-N8000.. 
	 only pdf annotator with eraser function.. 


.
Overall Satisfactionc78 

This is the best PDF reader on the market.

The scroll animation is better than adobe reader and more responsive.

Best pdf viewer in the world.

Another PDF viewer missing a basic feature.

It's simpler and better than Acrobat Reader.



Fun & Engagingc28 

Awesome Design.



Usefulnessc52 

everything is nice and neat.

everything is nice.

Super useful app.



Production Valuesc64 

Great for large graphics intense PDFs.



Reliabilityc22 



Ads not Intrusivec56 

and allow to remove individual history entries.



Security & Privacyc38 

1-Text Reflow 2-Ability to Password protect files.



Updates & Supportc44 

shares the same level of quality in the android version.

But the android version is sadly lacking in BASIC functionality.




  	POSITIVE
	MINOR PAINS
	ISSUES

 
     It's simpler and better than Acrobat Reader. found in 3 reviews 
  The scroll animation is better than adobe reader and more responsive. found in 92 reviews 
  This is the best PDF reader on the market. found in 188 reviews 
  This PDF viewer is one of the bests that I already used. found in 1 reviews 
  Fastest rendering by far among both paid and free PDF readers. found in 9 reviews 
 
 
    Cannot use pen function with dropbox. found in 2 reviews 
  Accessing cloud storage still doesn't work properly. found in 5 reviews 
  Google drive integration is broken on my Galax y note 8. found in 29 reviews 
  Important: app crashes when saving changes. found in 2 reviews 
  Missing basic functionality / It lags. found in 2 reviews 
  a go to page option would be great. found in 3 reviews 
  but needs improvement. found in 4 reviews 
  it doesn't open the file I just downloaded. found in 5 reviews 
  Every time I try to open a file the app just shuts down. found in 11 reviews 
  Have to restart the app and after sometime the problem persists. found in 4 reviews 
  Couldn't save changes because it keeps on crashing. found in 6 reviews 
  handwritten annotations suffer from unacceptable lag. found in 2 reviews 
  Needs cloud syncing and Skydrive access. found in 3 reviews 
  I cant save my work after highlighting text. found in 3 reviews 
  Please add text reflow and night mode features. found in 5 reviews 
  It automatically changes brightness of the screen whenever i open a pdf. found in 24 reviews 
  Cloud access doesn't work. found in 5 reviews 
  It even doesn't remember last used brightness setting. found in 17 reviews 
  Please fix the brightness adjustment options or simply remove it. found in 2 reviews 
 
 
    Even manually turning up my screen brightness does nothing. found in 8 reviews 
  But the android version is sadly lacking in BASIC functionality. found in 19 reviews 
  Cloud service integration still not working and draw tool lags now. found in 7 reviews 
  but the frequency of crashes and freezes with my note 10. found in 30 reviews 
  The latest version will NOT open pdf attachments on evernote notes. found in 25 reviews 
  It crashes every time I try to save changes. found in 6 reviews 
  But after the last update it simply doesn't open any pdf anymore. found in 7 reviews 
  Recently even the desktop version has crashed too often. found in 20 reviews 
  Every time I open a PDF document on my Kit Kat device. found in 24 reviews 
  Force crashes on nexus 7 2012 version. found in 14 reviews 
  and the search FOR pdf documents was next to impossible. found in 20 reviews 
  Issue with Galaxy Tab 4. found in 7 reviews 
  I cannot get google drive integration to work. found in 29 reviews 
  but without access to my external SD card it is useless. found in 9 reviews 
  After last update it crashes every time i try to open a file. found in 11 reviews 
  ignores brightness settings of the Android OS. found in 17 reviews 
 
 
 
 

The Foxit Mobile PDF Lite is now available as a free download on Google Play for Android owners. The application is designed for use in English language. It weighs in at only 10MB to download. The new Foxit Mobile PDF Lite app version 2.0.0.1115 has been updated on 2014-01-7. The Apple Store includes a very useful feature that will check if your device and iOS version are both compatible with the app. Most iPhone and iPad are compatible. Here is the app`s compatibility information: 2.2 and up


 Foxit Mobile PDF Lite provide you the best way to easily access, manage and share PDF files on your Android phones or tablets. It delivers industry leading capabilities to view PDF documents on the go. ...
 
  This app looked like everything I was looking for in a pdf reader but like many others it didn t quite cut it The resolution on the pdfs I opened was too low to read without zooming way in a problem I didn t have with other they readers and I was super excited about the color filters but they didn t work at all However this app was SUPER easy to use it seemed to have all the right features every other function worled perfectly and was well designed unlike too many other pdf readers               Tia Darby 
 Adequate like it works however the only feature I wanted does not work the ability of organizing Bookmarks Seeing as bookmarks are things to help one ORGANIZE their documents one would only assume that your bookmarks would organize themselfs by page or manually or that there would be a feature to organize them by name ascending or descending date created ascending or descending or by page found ascending or descending but no they are only organized by date created descending           William L. Mackenzie 
 This is the best pdf reading app there is I just have a suggestion can you please add this little option of page no offset where I can sync the page no display of the app to the pdf files original page count As the pdf dosent count the title and index and page numbers start from first chapter while app counts the pages from title page so theres a difference of 15 20 pages in between the app and the printed pdf i am asking for an option to correct it by entering values                       Inzemam Zahidi 
 it is satisfying but still needs some work eg the highlight marker section which should be more user friendly eg allow to chose your own colors and SAVE them for everyday use instead of the default one where u have to find your own color for EACH time you wanna use it do that and you ll have my 5 stars and I will buy it or donate promise               Chris Ska 
 been using foxit ever since I ve started medical school everyone recommended onenote or whatever but they didn t compare to this app I can write highlight draw type and even leave notes on my lectures lots of colors to choose from easily change size as well lots of tools available from text highlight to area highlight to checking or squares like I said perfect tool for studying on lectures or types notes I ve also seen the developers make several changes to continuously improve                       Yazan Bashir 
 This app used to work fine After the latest update all my bookmarks have triplicated and the triplicates are just dummies that takes you to the first page of the book after you click on them This needs to be corrected           jyotiprakash sahoo 
 PDF Reader with no ads Try this one Running smoothly in Samsung Galaxy Grand Prime Does not affect performance even heating up the phone aside from other similar apps Also perfect app for those people who access pdf files on the go without interfering ads even your data or wifi is on One of the best PDF Reader App in terms of user friendly and performance Just make it up to date to avoid issues and bugs Great app Foxit                       Azhley Uti 
 Autosave feature never works Constantly losing data on reboots if I dont go out of my way to close the pdf after each edit Yes autosave is and has always been enabled I used to be a proponent of Foxit over adobe but I will not be recommending or using any of their products in the future after allowing myself to look foolish for relying on this product s functionality Oh also no paste option on long press in a text field Seriously Get a clue       Alex M 
 Very intuitive product My only gripe is that to activate most of the features you need to provide access to your contact list I would either like this requirement removed or language added to the privacy policy saying that my contacts will not be sold by Foxit or provided to anyone outside the company                   Steven Davis 
 This has replaced my previous PDF viewer on my phone I was getting tired of being restricted in features on the phone I had been using the PC PDF viewer for a while so I decided to give the mobile version a try and I haven t gone back since Thank you FoxIt                       Moises Garcia 
 The best app for Android to edit pdf It can also open multiple file so you can use your tablet to study underline note and consult your pdf books manuals and then see your pdf on other device Pc Mac It is also add free No more crash on Samsung Note 8 u003e perfect There are no possible to insert image but I wish they will be fixed in the future like on PC version                       A Google user 
 This is an excellent app I just love the fact that can highlight lines easy to search and how that even if am reading two or three books I can easily pick up from I left off                       Anthony Katongo 
 Very good functionalities with major flaws Foxit pdf for android offers the best functionalities for pdf reading annotation and editing Among these a good night mode very good annotation options with fingers tips or s pen and a well implemented cloud connectivity It s unfortunate that the autosave function is not reliable and the management of files in the cache folder is very confusing and leeding to unmanaged versioning that s frustrating fix it               Matteo Carotta 
 I have the full version of Foxit on my laptop and use many of its feaatures I chose Foxit over Adobe at the recommendation of my professional colleagues This Foxit mobile reader also performs better than its Adobe counterpart Try it for yourself and you will most likely agree                       Dave Newman 
 Have been using foxit since years on laptop It is a wonderful software i am happy that the standards of quality and ease of use has been maintained in the app too The app asks me to review again There is nothing to add it is still the best one                       Jai Singh 
 Very limited functionality within the app I was unable to do anything to my own PDF documents without a FoxitID Extremely useless to me It is as basic as many of the other PDF editing apps out there and simply allows text signing Don t waste your time with it               Sherryl S 
 Hiii Foxit I use this app from many times It s much better than other pdf reader But i gave 2 star because of here is not available any lighting effect to protect eyes from long time reading like moon but i contains a lot of best feature And I hope an impressive update for who read pdf long time Please improve it for better experience You Protect our Pdf Please protect our Eyes Thank you           SHAHNAWAJ AHMAD 
 Great app Really is the best I wouldn t use another since I know this app does everything I have in mind If something pops up to make me think 4 stars I ll let youse know before hand otherwise well done                       Alikingasi Papaol 
 I ve been using Foxit for many years It has always served me well and done what I wanted it to do Hopefully it ll continue to develop in this vein as well as surprise me with awesome new features Thanks                   John Stewart 
 It is best app so that you can easily read what you want to read I almost spend my leisure time using this Thanks to foxit pdf reader it makes an easy access to any kind of book I want to read try it       Zobia Zobia 
 Don t trust them Once you sign up there s no way to delete your account I got this because it didn t have the in app purches so I thought it was free but it informs me to sign up to use features like editing the reason I got this in the first place so I sign up and attempt to edit and it tells me to purchase the full version to edit Nope Not doing it So I uninstalled and was going to delete my account but there is no option to       Dagan Lohengrin 
 great app no annoying ads love the reflow feature so i can change font size however sometimes while using reflow the document will turn white and i have to change the font size to fix it if that bug is fixed then i will happily rate five stars                   Greg VS 
 Great app that has all the features I need to use with the PDFs I have to study from for school I have a Tab S4 so the annotation features are absolutely loved This is by far the best PDF reader for my needs                       Ryan James 
 Someone put a lot of thought into designing this app Acrobat didnt even get it right Foxit is easy to use and the functions are logically and practically accessible Try their PC version You wont be disappointed                       Gerard Schokman 
 No other mobile PDF reader compares Sleek fast and allows you to work with your documents and not get in the way with bloat                       Ludlow B 
 I am liking the Reflow feature for public speaking Is there a way to move the left right margins in a little bit while using Reflow so the text isn t right up against the edges of the phone tablet                       Robert Wingfield 
 There is a bug in the app When i typed nuno on my interactive pdf form it will appear as nununo Some letters are affected not all My form can work fine using other app Kindly fix the bug           Muhamad Noh 
 Really easy to use full featured PDF creation editing reading package As an Engineering Tutor I regularly find the need to strip out exercises notes and often full chapters of many of the Electrical Electronics books that I have This software makes it a doddle                       Scott Reid 
 Nice reader like the rendering in night mode when the other popular app makes colored text to grey this keeps the color this helps in reading the highlighted texts well in a PDF book nice app love it                       Saravanan A 
 Ive been hunting high and low and finally found the perfect app Its got everything I was looking for and more Only thing I think may improve the app is to have a light or dark theme or a day night feature                       Aamena Vawda 
 it has been the best for displaying pdf files on android 9 Finished testing worth buying it works far better then other stuff I tried 5 stars                       John Brown 
 Truth be told the app is not perfect sometimes the search bar stops working for me but it s such a minor inconvenience and the program is better than the other pdf readers by far imo                       Frederik Dinesen 
 Best in display and the fact that you can read the document from where to reached last makes it a preference pdf reader                       paul mbugua 
 Smooth easy flexible and adjustable pdf reader I havent used more than 5 pdf readers but it s among the best                       OBENFO MYSMANI 
 I can smoothly read PDF files Even lots of options are available like changing background color Lock screen Recommend                       Mahibul Hasan 
 Foxit PDF is my goto app for all my PDF needs whether on my phone tablet or my PC It just works perfectly for my needs and IMHO it s so much better than the bloaty Adobe rubbish                       Gordon Scott 
 Great support of pdf features even js support But also app has no way of viewing OCG layers and layers which should be hidden are visible Also doesn t support changing layer visibility interactively               Norbis Cipher 
 If we try to open a pdf file which has file size of 248 mb We are facing a lot of troubles while loading the page changing next page navigation itself some UI bug is there Please try to fix it in upcoming update               PRABHU RAJ M 
 after update it became slove and specially on large files about 150 mb it crashes many times or takes to long to open it Before the recent update i have given 5 star but now it only desrve 3 star               Khashayar Najafinia 
 
 
 By Kostas Gar.
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teachers
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